Global scale land cover (LC) mapping has interested many researchers over the last two decades as it is an input data source for various applications. Current global land cover (GLC) maps often do not meet the accuracy and thematic requirements of specific users. This study aimed to create an improved GLC map by integrating available GLC maps and reference datasets. We also address the thematic requirements of multiple users by demonstrating a concept of producing GLC maps with user-specific legends. We used a regression kriging method to integrate Globcover-2009, LC-CCI-2010, MODIS-2010 and Globeland30 maps and several publicly available GLC reference datasets. Overall correspondence of the integrated GLC map with reference LC was 80% based on 10-fold crossvalidation using 24,681 sample sites. This is globally 10% and regionally 6-13% higher than the input map correspondences. Based on LC class presence probability maps, expected LC proportion maps at coarser resolution were created and used for characterizing mosaic classes for land system modelling and biodiversity assessments. Since more reference datasets are becoming freely accessible, GLC mapping can be further improved by using the pool of all available reference datasets. LC proportion information allow tuning LC products to specific user needs.
Introduction
Land cover (LC) is an essential environmental variable for understanding interactions between mankind and nature. Changes in LC and land use can significantly influence different earth systems such as climate, biodiversity and water cycle (Turner, Lambin, and Reenberg 2007; Tayyebi et al. 2014) . For instance, the expansion of cropland and pasture at the cost of forests result in an increase of atmospheric carbon dioxide, and alteration of land into urbanization can increase the effect of urban heat islands and thus affect microclimate (Arnfield 2003; Verburg, Neumann, and Nol 2011) .
The observation of global scale LC is of importance to international initiatives, governments and scientific communities in their understanding and monitoring of the changes affecting environment and the coordination of actions to mitigate and adapt to global change. Global scale LC mapping has therefore interested many researchers for last two decades. After the first attempts to produce a global land cover (GLC) map at 1 degree resolution using remote sensing (DeFries et al. 1998) , multiple medium resolution (300-1000 m) GLC maps such as the GLC2000, MODIS, Globcover and LC-CCI have been produced (Bartholomé and Belward 2005; Arino et al. 2007; Friedl et al. 2010; CCI-LC 2014) . Recently, the release of Landsat archive further led to the production of high resolution (30 m) GLC maps namely the Fine Resolution Observation and Monitoring (FROM) GLC and Globeland30 (Gong et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2015) . Despite all advances, the overall accuracy of existing GLC maps typically varies between 67% and 81% (Mora et al. 2014) .
GLC maps are used as an input to various applications such as climate modelling, hydrological modelling, agricultural monitoring and biodiversity monitoring (Costa, Botta, and Cardille 2003; Verburg, Neumann, and Nol 2011; McCarthy et al. 2012; Fritz et al. 2015) . It is challenging for the users to select the GLC map that is the most suitable for their applications because of diverse requirements and discrepancies among GLC maps in terms of used input data, methodologies and validation (Herold et al. 2008) . Errors in GLC maps add to the uncertainties in the output of user applications (Nakaegawa 2011) ; therefore, improved accuracy of GLC map is required by the users (Bontemps, Herold, et al. 2011) . This is particularly crucial in some regions of the world where GLC map accuracies range between a mere 10-50% (Frey and Smith 2007) and in areas with mixed LC classes (e.g. mosaics of trees, shrubs and herbaceous vegetation) that are typically mapped with low accuracy (Herold et al. 2008; Tsendbazar et al. 2016) .
To create improved GLC maps, existing GLC maps are often integrated based on properties such as map or class-specific accuracy and agreement with other GLC maps (Jung et al. 2006; Iwao et al. 2011; Kinoshita, Iwao, and Yamagata 2014) . Such integration can also benefit from reference datasets that were produced to calibrate and validate existing GLC maps since some reference datasets are publicly accessible through the Global Observation of Forest and Land Cover Dynamics (GOFC-GOLD) Reference Data portal, Geo-Wiki platform and International Steering Committee for Global Mapping (Fritz et al. 2009; Tateishi et al. 2011; GOFC-GOLD 2014) . See et al. (2015) used the GeoWiki crowd-sourcing reference data to model the spatial correspondence of GLC maps and used this for map integration. compared multiple integration methods that consider the spatial variation in map correspondence and LC class presence probabilities based on recent GLC maps and several publicly accessible reference datasets for the African continent.
Depending on the purpose of application, users of GLC maps may require different thematic classes. For example, some applications concern only a single LC class such as forest, cropland or built-up area (Klein Goldewijk, Beusen, and Janssen 2010; Feldpausch et al. 2012; Fritz et al. 2015) , while multiple LC classes are needed for carbon density mapping based on per-class biomass values (Ruesch and Gibbs 2008) . Other applications may specifically focus on a subset of LC classes. For instance, land system modelling needs information on LC classes indicating the degree of human interactions such as cropland, urban and mosaics of these classes with other LC classes such as natural vegetation (Asselen and Verburg 2012; Letourneau, Verburg, and Stehfest 2012) .
Except for the MODIS GLC map, which has five different legends, current GLC maps employ a single fixed legend. These fixed legends do not always meet the requirements of users. Mosaics of urban with other LC which characterize many rural landscapes, for example, are not included in current GLC map legends, while such classes can be useful for understanding human interactions with the environment (Asselen and Verburg 2012) . Moreover, translating fixed legends -particularly mosaic classes -to required legends can be ambiguous or even impossible (Friedl et al. 2002; Herold et al. 2008) . For example, in dynamic global vegetation models (DGVM), LC classes are translated to fractional plant function types (PFT). This translation assumes certain fractions of PFTs in different LC areas based on the definition of LC classes. Poulter et al. (2015) assumed that a mosaic class composed of cropland and natural vegetation contained four different PFTs (60% managed grass, 15% natural grass, 15% shrubs and 10% trees). These conversions were derived from expert knowledge and the assumed fractions can be subject to error.
GLC maps could address thematic requirements of several user applications if the information on the LC proportion within each pixel is provided. With such LC proportion maps, users can characterize LC classes (e.g. mosaic classes) according to their requirement. This has been demonstrated by Asselen and Verburg (2012) who created a global scale land system map characterizing different levels of human interaction with the environment. In their study, specific mosaic LC classes representing different land systems were created based on proportion information of main LC types such as tree cover, cropland, urban and bare areas. In addition to improving map accuracy, GLC map integration should provide information on LC proportions in order to meet thematic requirements of different user applications.
In this study, we created an integrated GLC map and LC class probability maps and demonstrated the proof of concept of producing GLC maps with user-specific legends based on expected LC proportion information. We used a regression kriging method as it resulted in the highest improvements when five different integration methods were compared for creating an integrated LC map at the scale of Africa ). An integrated GLC map was created by applying this method at the global scale. Based on LC class probability maps produced from this integration, we created expected LC proportion maps at coarser resolution as many applications use GLC maps at coarse resolution . The expected LC proportion maps were then used to create user-specific GLC maps from the perspectives of land system models and biodiversity assessment.
Data and methods
A flowchart of methodological steps adopted in this study to generate integrated GLC maps userspecific legends is provided in Figure 1 .
The integration of GLC maps and reference datasets extended the study of who integrated four GLC maps for 2010 and available reference datasets. The authors compared five integration methods such as voting, spatial correspondence, weighted voting, regression kriging indicator kriging. After 10-fold cross-validation, regression kriging method showed the highest correspondence with reference data in comparison to other methods and this method was used to create an integrated LC map at the extent of African continent .
In this study, we used the regression kriging methods and available datasets to create an integrated LC map at global scale. We also demonstrated a proof of concept of creating an integrated GLC maps with user-specific legends for land system models and biodiversity assessments (Figure 1 ). The following subsections describe the used GLC maps and reference datasets as well as methods for integrating GLC datasets and creating user-specific legends. 
GLC maps and reference datasets
A short summary of the input GLC maps and reference datasets is shown in Table 1 . Detailed information on the maps and datasets can be found in .
To convert all the maps to the same resolution, we used nearest neighbour assignment. The MODIS and Globeland30 maps were resampled to 0.00278 degrees (300 m at the Equator) resolution. The map legends were harmonized to nine general LC classes. The harmonization followed the approach of Herold et al. (2008) , which provides a guide for converting different legends of GLC maps into a common legend with 13 general LC classes based on the LCCS-based legend translation protocols that were developed by international experts of GOFC-GOLD (Herold and Schmullius 2004) . The five forest classes of Herold et al. (2008) were merged to a single one as the Globeland30 map does not have detailed forest classes ( Table 2 ). The Globeland30 map has a 'tundra' class that is a combination of shrubland and grassland. Since this class does not match with the legends of the other input maps, it was excluded from the analysis. The four GLC maps with the harmonized legend are presented in Figure 2 .
We used existing GLC reference datasets that are publicly accessible through the GOFC-GOLD reference data portal, the Geo-Wiki platform and the International Steering Committee for Global Mapping (Table 1) . To combine these reference datasets that have different observation units (sample unit areas), we considered the reference LC as LC at the centroids of the sample sites. The reference datasets were combined and the legends of available reference datasets were harmonized into the same nine general classes used in the harmonized GLC maps (Table 2) . LC classes at the reference sample locations were extracted and used as calibration dataset in the analysis.
The total number of reference sample sites used in this study was 24,681 which comprises 2408 sites in Australia and Oceana, 10,379 sites in Eurasia, 4715 sites in North America, 3298 sites in South America and 3881 sites in Africa. Figure 3 shows the sample distribution of each reference dataset (a) and the reference LC classes (b). 
Integration of GLC datasets
The available GLC maps and reference datasets were integrated using a regression kriging method that predicts local LC class presence probabilities as elaborated in . The presence probability of nine LC classes were processed separately for five regions of the world (Figure 4) which were later merged to a global scale at 0.00278 degrees resolution (300 m at the Equator). These regions were used to facilitate processing while avoiding boundary effects as the regions coincide with land and ocean borders. For each region, we predicted the general trend of presence probability of LC classes using a multinomial logistic (MNL) regression (Kempen et al. 2009 ). Next, the predicted probabilities were locally adjusted by interpolating regression residuals using simple kriging (Equation (1)).
Here, p k (x) signifies the presence probability of LC class k at location x, p k (x) is a predicted probability trend of LC class k that was obtained by MNL regression and 1 k (x) is the regression residual for that class. MNL regression is an extension of logistic regression which intends to simultaneously predict probabilities of more than two categories (Kempen et al. 2009) . In this, different LC classes were converted to separate indicator variables and binary logistic regression models were fitted using the LC class of the GLC maps at sample locations as the explanatory variables. After calculating the regression residuals at sample locations, we used simple kriging to interpolate the regression residuals (1 k (x)) at un-sampled locations. Local variation in regression residuals was analysed and semivariogram models were used to interpolate regression residuals using nearby reference data for each class in each region following the method described in . For some LC classes, residual kriging was not used since no spatial correlation was observed in the regression residuals. Any probabilities outside the interval [0, 1] were set to the closest bound, zero or one. The estimates p k (x) k = 1 … , K were then normalized by their sum to meet the condition K k p k (x) = 1 (de Bruin 2000b). In the integrated GLC map, pixels are assigned to the LC class having the highest probability. The method was implemented using the nnet and gstat packages in R (Pebesma 2004; Venables and Ripley 2002) and ran on Linux-based instances with 32 CPUs on the Amazon EC2 cloud computing facility (Amazon 2010) .
The quality of the integrated GLC map was assessed by 10-fold cross-validation. For each region, 10 subsamples of the reference sample sites were created based on random selection. In 10 iterations, 9 subsamples were used to train the integration method, while the tenth subsample was used for validation. Overall correspondence with the reference LC was then calculated. The median percentage of correspondence between integrated LC and reference LC classes was calculated for each region. Note that these values are different from overall map accuracy as they are derived from cross-validation using the calibration sample. Assessment of overall map accuracy would require an independent reference dataset that is obtained by probability sampling which employs some form of random selection.
GLC maps with user-specific legends
We proposed a concept of creating GLC maps with user-specific legends using LC proportion information within each pixel. With this, GLC map users can create a flexible legend with class definitions (e.g. proportion thresholds) that fits their requirements. This concept was demonstrated from the perspectives of land system modelling and biodiversity assessments based on improved LC probability maps.
Land system models present land-use systems describing both the heterogeneity of LC within the landscape and land-use intensity highlighting human-environment interactions (Letourneau, Verburg, and Stehfest 2012) . Land-use systems can include densely populated systems, cropland systems, grassland systems, forested systems and bare soils systems as well as mosaic systems which are combination of the main systems (Letourneau, Verburg, and Stehfest 2012) . For land system models, therefore, mosaic LC classes highlighting human influences to the environment can be useful in addition to the general LC classes. To create a GLC map from a perspective of land system models, we adopted several mosaic classes that were introduced in Asselen and Verburg (2012) and added these classes to the harmonized legend with nine general classes. The mosaic classes include peri-urban and villages (built-up: 5-25% of the pixel area), mosaic cropland (20-50%) and grassland (20-50%), mosaic cropland (20-50%) and forest (15-40%), mosaic grassland (20-50%) and forest (15-40%), and mosaic grassland (20-50%) and bare (25-50%).
We used LC presence probability maps obtained by regression kriging at 0.00278 degrees resolution to create LC proportion maps at 0.0834 degrees (i.e. 5 arc minutes ≈ 9.25 km at the Equator) resolution as used in the land system model of Asselen and Verburg (2012) . We selected the class probability maps instead of the integrated GLC map to avoid overestimation of frequently occurring classes (e.g. forests and cropland) and underestimation of rare classes (e.g. urban and wetland). The expected proportion of LC classes in five arc-minute resolution pixels (E[A k ]) was computed as follows (de Bruin 2000b):
where p k (x j ) is the probability of a class k for given the data at pixel x j , n is the number of pixels at the original resolution within the five arc-minute pixel. Equation (2) expresses that average class probabilities of pixels over a region (e.g. coarse resolution pixel) correspond to the expected class proportions in that region. Using the expected LC proportion maps with five arc-minute resolution, the mosaic classes were identified and the remaining general LC classes were assigned to the LC class having the maximum proportion. We used a similar approach for creating a GLC map from a biodiversity perspective. Land-use types that represents human impact such as cropland and urban have negative impact on species richness and species abundance (Newbold et al. 2015) . Hence, characterization of LC classes such as cropland and built-up areas can be important for biodiversity assessments. Mosaic of these classes with classes that have less human influence such as natural vegetation could also be of interest. Therefore, we added four mosaic classes that could be of interest to biodiversity analysts on the general legend with nine LC classes. The mosaic classes include mosaic built-up (5-25%) and cropland (20-70%), mosaic built-up (5-25%) and nature vegetation (20-70%), mosaic cropland (20-70%) and grassland (20-70%), and mosaic cropland (20-70%) and forest/shrubland (20-60%). Note that the applied class proportion thresholds can be adjusted depending on user preferences. Using the expected LC proportion maps at five arc-minute resolution, the mosaic classes were first assigned while the remaining nine main LC classes were again assigned to the LC class having the maximum proportion.
Results

Integrated GLC map and LC probability maps
Each region was modelled by a distinct MNL regression model and a set of residual semivariograms. Figure 5 shows the nugget-to-sill ratios of the semivariogram models fitted to the regression residuals. The larger this ratio, the less the regression residuals are spatially correlated.
In general, the regression residuals tended to be spatially correlated in Africa and Australia and Oceania where nugget-to-sill ratios were smaller compared to other regions. In Australia and Oceania, classes such as wetland, built-up, water and snow/ice that occupy small parts showed high spatial correlation (nugget-to-sill ratio = 0) in the residuals. In contrast, in South America, the presence probability of more common classes such as forests, shrubland, grassland and cropland were entirely based on the MNL regression as the regression residuals were spatially uncorrelated (nugget-to-sill ratio = 1) ( Figure 5 ).
The integrated LC maps of the regions were merged to create the GLC map shown in Figure 6 . The major patterns of homogeneous regions in the integrated GLC map are similar to those in the input GLC maps. These correspond to regions such as tropical and temperate forests, deserts across Asia and Africa and large cultivated areas in the different continents. The main differences between the integrated GLC map and the input maps are in areas where the input maps disagree amongst each other. In the integrated GLC map, these regions are characterized by combinations of LC classes that are present in one of the input GLC maps. For example, the western plateau and interior lowlands of Australia and tundra regions of Russia were mapped as shrubland, grassland and bare/sparse vegetation classes in the integrated GLC map (Figure 6 ), while these areas are mostly mapped as bare/sparse vegetation and grassland in the LC-CCI and Globcover maps, shrublands in the MODIS map, and grassland in the Globeland30 map (Figure 2) . Compared to the input maps, the integrated GLC map presents more shrubland areas in African savannah regions and more grassland areas in Northern Canada. This effect is caused by the reference datasets.
LC class probability maps that were created from the integration of GLC datasets are presented in Figure 7 . Forest, cropland, snow and ice, bare/sparse vegetation and water areas are spatially structured in zones with high probability and low probability. In contrast, transition areas of major biomes such as the Sahel and Savannah region, tundra regions in Eurasia and North America and peripheries of Amazonian forests are characterized by approximately equal probabilities for multiple LC classes such as shrubland, grassland and bare/sparse vegetation.
Figure 7(j) shows the maximum probability values for different LC classes. Since the integrated GLC maps was based on an LC class that had the highest probability per pixel, this maximum probability map reveals information on the internal uncertainty of the integrated GLC map. The maximum probability value is lowest in areas such as transition areas of major biomes, tundra regions and central Australia, where multiple classes are possible based on the input GLC maps and reference data. Figure 8 presents the correspondence of the integrated GLC map with the reference dataset at region level. The correspondence of the integrated GLC map was highest in Eurasia (81%) followed by South America, North America, and Australia and Oceania (79%) and Africa (76%). When compared with the correspondence of the input GLC maps, these results are at least 12% higher in Figure 5 . Nugget-to-sill ratio of the regression residuals: the smaller the ratio, the stronger the spatial correlation of the residuals. Australia and Oceania and Africa, 9% higher in Eurasia and North America and 6% higher in South America. A plausible reason of the highest improvements in Australia and Oceania and Africa is that there was more room for improvements as the input maps had low correspondence with the reference data.
Cross-validation of the integrated GLC map
Class-specific correspondence of the integrated GLC map with the reference dataset is provided in Table 3 . The class-specific correspondence of the integrated GLC map was derived by cross-validation. Compared with the input maps, the integrated GLC map has a relatively high correspondence for the forest class in all regions except Africa where the class correspondence of the integrated map was lower than that of the MODIS map which appears to have over-represented this class in Africa. The correspondence of the shrubland class also improved except in South America. Mapping of grassland and cropland improved in regions other than Africa and South America. For rare classes such as wetland, built-up and water classes, the integrated map has the highest or one of the highest correspondences across all regions. Improved mapping of bare/sparse vegetation was achieved in all regions except Australia and Oceania. In this region, the Globcover and LC-CCI products had higher correspondence and these maps also tend to over-represent this class.
The overall correspondence of the integrated GLC map was 79.6%, which is at least 10% higher than the input GLC maps whose correspondence ranged between 59.6% and 69%.
GLC maps with user-specific legends
GLC maps with two user-specific legends are shown in Figure 9 . Figure 9 (a) demonstrates a GLC map with specific mosaic legends for land system models. Mosaic grassland and forest areas were mostly mapped in the tundra regions of Eurasia and North America while the mosaic grassland and bare class occur mostly in the northern tundra regions along the borders of deserts of Eurasia and Australia. Small patches of mosaic cropland and grassland areas can be observed along cultivated areas on the British Isles, in northeastern China and in eastern Brazil. Mosaic cropland and forest areas are identified along the borders of Amazonian forest and Savannah regions in Africa. Due to the coarse resolution of this map, large metropolitan areas in Japan, the USA, Benelux, western Germany and the UK are mapped as built-up areas. More dispersed urban areas in central and eastern Europe and eastern China are mapped as peri-urban and villages in this map. Figure 9 . GLC maps with specific mosaic classes for land system models (a) and biodiversity assessments (b). Figure 9 (b) presents a GLC map with specific mosaic classes for biodiversity assessments. Similar to Figure 9 (a), mosaic cropland and grassland class are mapped along the borders of main cultivated regions. However, owing to different LC proportion thresholds, larger areas were assigned to this composite class. Substantial areas of mosaic cropland and forest/shrubland areas are mapped in the eastern USA, Brazil, central and eastern Europe, southwestern China and Savannah regions in Africa. Areas designated as peri-urban and villages in Figure 9 (a), are mapped mainly as mosaic of built-up and cropland areas in Figure 9 (b) while mosaics of built-up and natural vegetation areas occur in small patches in western and eastern USA and east coast of Australia.
Discussion
Integration of GLC datasets
We created an integrated GLC map and LC class probability maps by predicting the probability of LC classes using MNL regression and modelling the spatial variation in the regression residuals. The regression residuals were spatially correlated to at least some extent for most LC classes ( Figure 5) . Particularly, correlation of the regression residuals were in general higher in Africa and Australia and Oceania compared to the other regions. Owing to this correlation, the correspondence of the integrated GLC map with the reference LC was at least 12% higher than that of the input maps in these regions (Figure 8 ). This shows the benefit of the use of geostatistical approach based on the available GLC maps as well as the reference datasets in case of spatial correlation in regression residuals . On the other hand, the correspondence increase was the least in South America (6%) where the regression residuals of the major LC classes were not spatially correlated.
Previous GLC map integration efforts achieved 3-4.5% accuracy improvements (Kinoshita, Iwao, and Yamagata 2014; See et al. 2015) . Based on the 10-fold cross-validation, the integrated GLC map had an overall 10% increase in the correspondence with respect to the input maps and regionally the improvement was up to 13%. Even though these figures are not directly comparable to accuracies provided in previous studies (Kinoshita, Iwao, and Yamagata 2014; See et al. 2015) , they are convincingly based on a large sample (24,681 sites).
The maximum probability values that highlight the uncertainty of the integrated GLC map were low in areas such as transition areas of major biomes, tundra regions and central Australia, where the input maps disagreed (Figure 7(j) ). These regions are known for being inconsistent amongst GLC maps (Herold et al. 2008; and having low spatial accuracies . Such disagreement can be attributed to the complexity of heterogeneous landscapes (Herold et al. 2008 ). In the integrated map, these regions are mostly characterized by relatively small LC patches that emerge due to the influence of residual kriging using nearby reference data. This is another example demonstrating the role of reference datasets in map integration.
Uncertain and disagreement areas in GLC mapping could be tackled with the use of more reference sample sites. Making LC reference datasets openly accessible as promoted by GOFC-GOLD is an important step towards obtaining and re-using more reference datasets for these areas. Capitalizing Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) is also active way of collecting large amount of reference datasets in which reference LC is identified by volunteers using high-resolution satellite images, geo-tagged photographs or directly using OpenSreetMap (Estima and Painho 2013; Fonte et al. 2015; Antoniou et al. 2016 ). In addition, using higher resolution satellite data such as Landsat and Sentinel-2 can help for better LC characterization in heterogeneous areas. Recent studies of comparing 30 m resolution Globeland30 with other higher resolution products and reference samples suggest the suitability of such high resolution GLC maps in fragmented landscapes and different ecoregions (Jokar Arsanjani, See, and Tayyebi 2016; Jokar Arsanjani, Tayyebi, and Vaz 2016) .
With the availability of higher spatial and/or temporal resolution satellite data such as Landsat, Sentinel and Proba-V, new improved GLC maps are planned to be produced (CCI 2016) . As demonstrated in this study and other publications (Kinoshita, Iwao, and Yamagata 2014; See et al. 2015) , integration of available GLC maps and reference datasets is also another way of improving current GLC maps. Therefore, in addition to efforts in creating new GLC maps, focus should also be on creating reference datasets that can be used to calibrate and validate GLC maps. Since more institutional and VGI based reference datasets are being made, GLC mapping can be further improved by using the pool of all available reference datasets. Nevertheless, reference datasets typically differ in their design protocols (e.g. sample design, legend, sample site area) and quality that needs to be carefully considered when using them for integration .
GLC maps with user-specific legends
GLC maps with user-specific legends ( Figure 9 ) were created based on the integrated LC probability maps. The improved correspondence with reference LC (Figure 8 ) addresses the user requirement of reducing uncertainty about LC labelling. Furthermore, the maps in Figure 9 demonstrate the concept of producing GLC maps with user-specific legends based on expected LC proportion information. This approach makes it more flexible to address the different thematic requirements of multiple users. The new mosaic classes in Figure 9 occur mostly in heterogeneous landscapes where multiple LC classes have presence probability (Figure 7 ). This shows the importance of user-specific legends particularly in these regions.
Providing proportion information of the LC classes within each pixel can be useful not only to create user-specific mosaic LC classes, it can also be used for generalizing LC classes by summing class proportions for all composing classes. For example, the proportion for a class 'non-vegetation' can be computed by summing the proportions of built-up, snow and ice and water. Moreover, users would be allowed to use their own proportion thresholds for mapping mosaic classes. This can have implications for the area occupied by mosaic class as can be observed from Figure 9 , where both GLC maps had the mosaic of cropland and grassland class while this class of Figure 9 (b) was substantially larger than that of Figure 9 (a) due to the threshold difference. Users can also adjust LC proportion thresholds for mosaic or non-mosaic classes depending on the cost of GLC map misclassification for specific applications.
The expected LC proportion maps at a coarser resolution were derived using the class probability maps following the method of de Bruin (2000b) . Since the MNL regression used indicator data for class presence (zero or one), this integration method requires mutually exclusive LC classes. Therefore, class probability maps can be used to derive class proportion for coarser resolutions but not at the pixel's ground resolution (300 m resolution). The conversion method for the expected LC proportions requires the LC regions (e.g. coarser resolution pixels) to be considerably larger than individual LC patches (e.g. pixels' ground resolution) (de Bruin 2000b) . Otherwise, the statistical concept of expected LC proportions still holds but there is a logical conflict with the requirement of mutually exclusive LC classes (de Bruin 2000a) . If the target resolution is fine relative to individual LC patches, mapped units cannot be interpreted as mosaic classes. In this study, the expected LC proportions were calculated at 30 × 30 coarser resolution than the probability maps. As many GLC map users conduct applications at coarser resolution ), the applied method could be used to create other user-specific legends from the integrated GLC map developed in this study. For users requiring medium resolution GLC maps, recently developed high resolution (30 m) GLC maps such as the Globeland30 (Chen et al. 2015) could be used to create GLC maps with userspecific legends.
Internally, uncertainty about the LC proportions (i.e. uncertainty owing to the estimated probabilities) cannot be directly assessed from the LC proportion maps. Such assessment would require simulation, as demonstrated by de Bruin (2000b). However, simulation at global scale is computationally demanding and it was not included in the current study. Alternatively, external assessment of the quality of the LC proportion maps would require independent reference data with LC proportion information. Existing reference datasets rarely provide proportion information of LC classes within sample unit area . The reference dataset of Boston University, which is under development, could be used for this purpose. In this dataset, the reference LC of 5 × 5 km area is classified using object-based analyses of sub-meter resolution images (Olofsson et al. 2012 ). Hence, sample unit area can be reduced depending on the requirement and proportions of LC classes within sample unit area can be estimated and used as reference. Also comparisons with other LC type proportion datasets such as hybrid global forest cover map by Schepaschenko et al. (2015) are possible. However, the latter should not be confused with validation because that would imply that the map used for comparison is deemed error free.
Note that proportional forest cover according to the forest definition from Table 2 as used in the legend of Figure 9 should not be confused with partial tree cover such as mapped by Hansen et al. (2013) . This also applies to the proportions of other LC classes for which the original LC categories are maintained rather than element proportions which perhaps are easier to understand. In case a user requires element proportions rather than LC class proportions according to the legend definition in Table 2 , different datasets such as Landsat-based tree cover by Hansen et al. (2013) and global cropland percentage map by Fritz et al. (2015) should be used.
Conclusions
This study applied regression kriging that makes use of both the GLC maps and the available reference datasets to develop an improved GLC map. The integrated GLC map showed 10% improvement in global correspondence and regionally up to 13% increase in correspondence with reference LC compared to the input GLC maps. Benefits of using geostatistical approach and available reference dataset were demonstrated as regions with more spatial correlation in the regression residuals resulted in with higher increase in the correspondence. This finding encourages the efforts of releasing available reference datasets to the public by international communities such as GOFC-GOLD, Geo-Wiki portal and International Steering Committee for Global Mapping Tateishi et al. 2011; GOFC-GOLD 2014) . Since more reference datasets are being made freely available, GLC mapping can be further improved by using the pool of all available reference datasets.
Along with the integrated GLC map, a probability map for each LC class was produced. Probability maps for LC classes are helpful in assessing the complexity of heterogeneous landscape and understanding the uncertainty of the integrated GLC map. Uncertainty in class assignment was higher in transition areas of major biomes and tundra regions where multiple LC classes had similar probabilities. The use of more reference datasets and higher resolution satellite data can help to reduce map uncertainty.
In this study, two GLC maps with user-specific legends for land system models and biodiversity assessments were created to demonstrate the concept of creating GLC maps that meet the thematic requirement of different users. LC proportion information of GLC maps are useful to create flexible user-specific legends particularly related to mosaic classes and thus address the thematic requirements of multiple users. Tuning LC maps to specific user needs should be taken into consideration for future GLC mapping efforts.
